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Introduction and acknowledgements

The uptake of Foucault's work within the discipline of education is now enormous and this bibliography makes no claims to being comprehensive. Most of the material in this bibliography was published after 2010 which is when I started the Foucault News blog. The focus is mainly on English language material.


I would like to thank Julie Nickerson for her wonderful work painstakingly collating material from the education category on the Foucault News blog, updating referencing details and formatting the items into APA. I am also grateful to Megan Kimber for providing earlier assistance in finding many of the pre 2010 journal articles.
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Online resources

Social Theory Applied. [Blog]. Making ideas work in educational research.

PhD theses


### Books


**Book chapters**


Logan, K. (2012). Foucault, the modern mother, and maternal power: Notes toward a genealogy of the mother. In R. Duschinsky & L. A. Rocha (Eds.), *Foucault, the family and politics* (pp. 63–81). London: Palgrave Macmillan. [PDF of chapter]


### Conference papers


### Journal articles


Goddard, R. (2010). Critiquing the educational present: The (limited) usefulness to educational research of the Foucauldian approach to governmentality.


McKay, J., & Garratt, D. (2013). Participation as governmentality? The effect of disciplinary technologies at the interface of service users and providers,


Zink, R. (2010). Asking ‘Who are you?’ when going into the wild: Moving beyond an individualized form of outdoor education. *Journal of Adventure Education and Outdoor Learning, 10*(1), 19–32. doi: 10.1080/14729671003727012